CHAPTER TWO
rriHE morning after my arrival I stood at a window and stared
J. at a bird as it tacked and wheeled in the storm over the
wide and empty tundra. It was a hawk, flying with the swiftly
beating wings of a whale-bird at sea, skirting the ridge, dipping
into the hollows, vanishing from sight. The hawk was hunting;
its game was the snowbird; and because the snowbirds were
still here, the hawk was here. Soon they would move south-
ward, and in their wake would go the hawk, picking them off
one by one, for they were its source of life.
Everything in this place was a link in the chain of death. Man
was here because the white fox was here. The white fox was
here because it hunted the lemming. And the lemming, that
diminutive Arctic rat, was here because of a still smaller prey.
Inland it was the same: the wolves followed in the track of the
caribou; behind came the fox to eat what the wolf left, and then
the wolverene who cleaned up what the fox disdained. Along
the ice floes the polar bear hunted the seal, and the knowing fox
followed the bear because the bear — that ice-inhabiting gour-
met—ate only the blubber and left the rest And once again
behind the fox came man, setting his traps.
Life in the Arctic is governed by the sign of the implacable,
and wherever I turned my eyes I met its symbols. Across the
creek, three hundred yards south of the Post, rose two cairns,
two heaps of stones carefully piled up by Amundsen in 1905 to
mark his passage here. His camp-site was still discoverable on
two little mounds out of which straggled a few thin clumps of
yellow weed. South-west across the bay was Fram Point, named
after Amundsen's ship, and on that point rose another land-
mark—two beams nailed together in the shape of a cross,
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